
The Elipson Prestige speakers have gained a 
solid reputation since their first release in 1975. 

In 2016, the range’s sound signature was 
entirely revamped to adhere to a single guiding 
principle : musicality !

The outstanding effort our teams made 
while developing the Prestige Facet earned 
them unanimous praise from members of the 
specialized press. The magazine Diapason 
gave its highest score to the Prestige Facet 8B 
compact speaker. Classica also selected this 
model as the best in its category and deemed 
it worthy of the magazine’s highest award.

But in what ways are the Facet speakers a renewal of the Prestige range ?
To reinvent itself, Elipson called each detail into question in terms of its contribution to musicality and 
emotion. 

Product guide

Elipson reinvents its 
Prestige speakers
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Double-layer
lacquered front panel 

Multifaceted, sculpted
silicone surround rings

High sensitivity and
stable impedance

Double binding post

Steep crossover filter 

Damping reinforcement
Minimize cabinet vibrations

White synthetic fiber foam*,
medium density

Black synthetic fiber foam*

Thick synthetic fiber foam*,
high density

*Foams minimze standing waves

Model PF24F



Aesthetic touches in the shape of diamonds, 
together with sculpted surround rings around 
the tweeters, minimize the baffle effect and 
ensure a perfectly symmetrical polarization of 
the highs for an ethereal, clear upper register 
and a fatigue-free listening experience. 
Sculpted edges around the mid-low drivers 
ensure optimal coverage with the tweeter from 
one end of the medium spectrum to the other.

Speaker quality depends on the craftsmanship 
applied to cabinet design. Damping capacity, 
while easy to overlook, is no less important. 
To obtain an optimal damping factor, our 
acousticians have selected porous materials 
for their absorption coefficient and frequency 
range. The front panels have been reinforced 
with a thicker panel for improved inertia. The 
lacquered front panel adds the perfect touch 
to the carefully designed aesthetic of these 
speakers.

MULTIFACETED, SCULPTED SILICONE SURROUND RINGS

DOUBLE-LAYER LACQUERED FRONT PANEL AND DAMPING MATERIALS

Without Prestige Facet 
surround ring

With Prestige Facet
surround ring



The comfortably high sensitivity of all Prestige Facet speakers, along with their stable impedance, 
makes them compatible with most amplifiers on the market. It is thus not imperative to own a powerful 
amplifier to fully enjoy the musicality of these speakers

HIGH SENSITIVITY AND STABLE IMPEDANCE

An essential part of the system, the filters have 
been carefully designed by our acousticians 
on a quest for musicality and transparency. The 
product of a long research process requiring 
countless hours of listening, the filters selected 
for the Prestige Facet produce an esthetically 
new Elipson sound. High-quality components, 
such as Metallized Polyester Capacitors (MKT), 
metal oxide resistors and low DC resistance 
inductors (DCR), have been used to ensure 
lossless power transmission.

STEEP CROSSOVER FILTER - AUDIOPHILE COMPONENTS

The presence of dual binding posts allows the 
most ardent audiophiles to push their speakers 
to their fullest potential. Each channel can be 
amplified independently to increase the power, 
precision and efficiency of the dedicated 
drivers. It also allows for bi-wiring to ensure 
lossless transmission of the incoming signal 
through the filter circuit, thus improving the 
sound. Lastly, standing out for its curved forms, 
the Prestige Facet is a pleasure to behold from 
all angles. 

DUAL BINDING POSTS



www.elipson.com

Today, the Prestige Facet speakers embody Elipson’s commitment to audiophile products. The family 
is growing in 2017 with the addition of a bigger floorstander, a subwoofer, 2 center speakers and a 
Dolby Atmos certified speaker offering breathtaking soundtrack restitution for an ultra-intense movie-
viewing experience.

PRESTIGE FACET RANGE

Soon

PF6B PF6B BT PF8B PF14F

PF24F PF11C PF14C PFSUB8

PFSUB10 PF6ATM PF14F BT PF14F ATM

Soon Soon

Get in touch : Elipson is a registered trademark of

contact@av-industry.com Update : 15/05/2017 - Elipson reserves the right to change the specifications and 
prices of its products and the content of its documents without prior notice.


